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Sylow’s Theorem for Association Schemes










A $\mathrm{S}$ A $\mathrm{S}$
$\text{ }$ P.-H.Zieschang $\mathrm{A}\mathrm{n}$ Algebraic Approach
to Association $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\rfloor$
LL $X$ $R$ $X\cross X$ $R$
relation $(X, R)$




(i) $1_{X}:=\{(x, x)|x\in X\}\in R$ ;
(ii) $\forall r\in R,$ $r^{*}\in R$ ;
(iii) $\forall d,$ $e\in R,$ $A_{d}A_{e}= \sum_{f\in R}a_{deJ^{A}J}$ .
$A_{f}$ $r\in R$ $\{a_{def}\}$ $\{A_{f}\}$
$R$ $\mathcal{P}(R)$
$\prime p(R)\mathrm{x}P(R)arrow \mathcal{P}(R)$ ,
$(D, E) \vdasharrow DE:=\{f\in R|\sum_{d\in D}\sum_{e\in E}a_{def}\neq 0\}$
2
$(X, R)$ A $\mathrm{S}$ $R$ $F$
FFF
$F$ $X$ $R$
$\lceil_{\Gamma}\sim s\Leftrightarrow a\in FsF\rfloor$
oe
$X/F:=\{xF|x\in X\},$ $R//F:=\{r^{F}|r\in R\}$
$r^{F}:=\{(xF, yF)|y\in x(FrF)\}$ .
$(X/F, R//F)$ A $\mathrm{S}$ $F$ A $\mathrm{S}$





$R$ $E$ valency ( $n_{E}$ ) $E$ valency









$\forall g\in G,\tilde{g}:=\{(a,b)|ba^{-1}=g\},\tilde{G}:=\{\tilde{g}|g\in G\}$ .
$g\in G$ $n_{\overline{g}}=1$
$\forall g$ , $h\in G,\tilde{g}\tilde{h}=\{g\tilde{h}\}\mathrm{J}$ valency 1 A $\mathrm{S}$
A $\mathrm{S}$ $H$ $G$
$\tilde{H}$ $\tilde{G}$ A $\mathrm{S}$
$H$ relation set $H$ $G$
$\tilde{G}$ $G$ $G/H$





$p$ $\text{ }$ valency $p$ A $\mathrm{S}$ p-valenced










group case $\text{ }$ group case




4.1. $p$ $\text{ }$ $(X, R)$ $p$ -valenced A $\mathrm{S}$
lXl=pim $i\in \mathbb{Z}\geq 0,$ $(m,p)=1$ $\text{ }$ $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{y}1_{p}(R):=\{P\leq$
$R|n_{P}=p^{i}\}$
(i) $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{y}1_{p}(R)\neq\emptyset$
(ii) $\forall P,$ $S\in \mathrm{S}\mathrm{y}1_{p}(R)_{f}\exists g\in Rs.t$ . $g^{*}Pg=S$ .
(iii) $|\mathrm{S}\mathrm{y}1_{p}(R)|\equiv 1(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} p)$ .




$\{\uparrow\tau\in R|n_{r}=1\}$ valency $p$ $1\mathrm{J}$ $\text{ }$ $\text{ }$ $\mathrm{O}_{\theta}(R)$
valency $p$




4.2. $R$ $E_{f}F$ $n_{E}\leq n_{EF}\leq n_{E}n_{F}$
$.\mathfrak{R}$ $\mathrm{A}\mathrm{S}$
lhttp: $//\mathrm{k}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}$ . shinshu-u. $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}.\mathrm{j}\mathrm{p}/\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}/\mathrm{d}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}/\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}28$
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4.3. $H,$ $K$ $R$ $g$ $R$
(i) $n_{gK}=n_{K}\Leftrightarrow g^{*}g\subseteq K$ .
(ii) $n_{K}=n_{HgK}\Leftrightarrow g^{*}Hg\subseteq K$
(iii) $n_{HgK}$ nHngn .
( ) (i) $x\in X$ $x$ $g$ $z$





$(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i})gK$ $HgK$ $H$ $1_{X}$
$n_{K}=n_{HgK}$ $K$
$1_{X}$ $Hg\subseteq gK$
$g^{*}$ J $g^{*}Hg\subseteq g^{*}gK$
$n_{K}=n_{HgK}$ $n_{K}=n_{gK}$ (i)
$g^{*}g\subseteq K$ $g^{*}Hg\subseteq K$ $g^{*}Hg\subseteq K$
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} HgK\subseteq K$ nHgK\leq ng.HgK\leq n $n_{K}=n_{HgK}$
(iii) $A_{H}A_{g}A_{h}$
$A_{H}A_{g}A_{K}= \sum_{\mathrm{r}\in HgK}\lambda_{f}A_{\gamma\text{ }}$ $\lambda_{g}=$
$\lambda_{f},$ $\forall r\in HgK\rfloor$ $z$ $x$
$g$- $\lambda_{g}=|g\cap(xH\cap zK)|$ $e\in HgK$
$(u, v)\in e$ $u\in xH_{\text{ }}v\in zK$ $\text{ }$ $\lambda_{e}=|g\cap(uH\cap vK)|$ ?
$uH=xH_{\text{ }}vK=zK$ $\lambda_{e}=\lambda_{g}$
$A_{H}A_{g}A_{K}= \sum r\in HgK\lambda_{f}A_{\Gamma}$ 1
$\mathrm{r}n_{HgK}$
$n_{H}n_{g}n_{K}$
4.4. $(X, R)$ $p$ -valenced A $\mathrm{S}$ $\text{ }$ $P$ vale $ncy$ $p$
$\text{ }$ $(X/P, R//P)$ $p$ -valenced
( ) A $\mathrm{S}$ valency $n_{r^{P}}=n_{P\mathrm{r}P}/n_{P}$





$(\mathrm{i})F$ $R$ valency 4.4





$(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i})P$ $S$ $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{y}1_{p}(R)$ $R$ $P$ $S$
$R= \bigcup_{t\in T}$ PtS $|X|=n_{R}= \sum_{t\in T}n_{PtS}$
$n_{PtS}$
$p^{i}$ 4.3(iii) $p$ $p^{i}$ $X$
$p$ $\{n_{PtS}\}_{t\in T}$
$p^{i}$
$n_{PtS}=p^{i}$ $g\in T$ 4.3(ii)
$g^{*}Pg\leq S$ valency
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